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Motivation

• Machine learning is seeing increasingly widespread use for reconstruction in DUNE. 

• UC is developing ML reconstruction approaches across multiple experiments, including 
several liquid argon experiments. 

• Even for workflows that are drastically different, there are often a lot of shared problems: 
• How do we get from data products in an Art event record to inputs that can be 

passed to PyTorch/Tensorflow? 
• How do we construct a truth labelling for reconstructed objects that can be used to 

train a network? 

• Even within our internal group, I noticed a lot of time spent solving the same problems 
over and over again for very similar workflows. 

• NuML is a set of tools and associated file format that presents a pre-made solution to 
these problems, that can be used by a (hopefully) wide range of people.
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Constraints

• Portability 
• One can’t put artroot files directly onto a GPU cluster. We need some reduced file format 

for ML training. 

• Flexibility 
• Many NOvA and DUNE workflows utilise art producer modules which make ML inputs 

directly. 
• …but if my ML technique is in active development, I want to have the freedom to change 

the structure of my model inputs without having to submit thousands of grid jobs. 
• If I have a reduced file format that captures all the important raw information from the art 

record, I can reprocess ML inputs on the fly. 

• Speed 
• If I’m reprocessing locally, this procedure needs to be relatively fast (ie hours to a day, not 

a week or more).
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The NuML toolset

• The tools I’ve developed are contained in two separate repositories, 
which handle the two stages of making inputs.
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• A standalone LArSoft package for making 
HDF5s. 

• Can be cloned into a LArSoft release 
(currently v09_25_00) with 

https://github.com/jethewes/numl

mrb g https://github.com/jethewes/numl

https://github.com/jethewes/pynuml

• A Python package for processing HDF5s 
into ML inputs. 

• Currently supports DUNE GNN workflow, 
with a wide array of options available soon.

https://github.com/jethewes/numl
https://github.com/jethewes/pynuml
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The HDF5 file format

• HDF5 files use a tabular format, which is similar to ROOT’s tree structure with 
some differences. 
• HDF5 tables are not “jagged” as ROOT trees can be. 
• Instead, each type of information is stored in a separate table, with index 

columns which can be used to cross-reference rows between tables. 

• The numl LArSoft package contains an analyzer module which makes HDF5 files. 
• It utilises ntuple, a C++ interface for writing HDF5 tables for HEP that was 

developed by SCD at FNAL as part of the SciDAC project. 
• This package is available in the DUNE ecosystem through the hep_hpc 

product on UPS. 

• This code is in its own package on GitHub for now, but will hopefully be 
incorporated into one of the standard larXXXXX packages sometime soon.
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Event table

• The event table acts as an index to manage all the other tables. 
• Since one row = one event, one can iterate over events by iterating over rows in this table. 

• Also stores true event-level information on the neutrino interaction. 
• Can disable this if not running over neutrinos, and intend to add alternate event-level truth 

for other types of physics interactions.
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Particle table
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Particle table
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• The particle table contains information on simulated particles from Geant4. 

• Store information on type, momentum, start & end position, processes, parentage and Geant4 ID. 

• Not every particle in the Art record is saved, but anything we’d need for the purposes of truth labelling is 
saved. 

• Any “visible particle” (ie. any Geant4 ID that’s responsible for any backtracked hit energy deposits) is 
stored. 

• All particles in the lineage between a visible particle and its primary ancestor are saved, regardless of 
whether they were visible. 

• For example, if a  shower produced by a  deposits energy, we make sure to save the  too.γ π0 π0
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Hit table

• The hit table stores information on 2D detector hits. 

• We store hit coordinates (TPC module, plane, wire, time) in both the “local” (ie. raw) 
coordinates, and also in “global” coordinates which transform wire and time for each 
module to create a continuous image across TPC modules in each plane. 
• This procedure is used to make continuous images for CVN. 

• Also store hit RMS and integral.
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Energy deposit table

• The energy deposit table holds backtracked truth information on each hit. 

• Each row is a true energy deposit which corresponds to a true G4 ID, a hit ID, and the amount of 
energy deposited. 
• Note that the image example saves “energy fraction,” but the scheme has since been updated to 

just store absolute energy in MeV. 

• This table is used to link the hit table to the particle table when constructing labels.
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Spacepoint table

• The spacepoint table holds information on 3D spacepoints reconstructed 
from 2D hits. 

• It stores the physical position of the spacepoint, and indices that point back 
to the hits it was made from.
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Producing inputs

• Once HDF5s have been produced, one can clone the pynuml repo, add it to 
PYTHONPATH, and then do import numl. 
• I’m currently in the process of putting this package on PyPi, so in the near future you 

should just be able to do pip install numl. 

• This package contains a class NuMLFile which acts as a wrapper for the standard h5py 
interface. 
• It allows the user to easily open a file and retrieve Pandas dataframes for each table.
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Preprocessing
• If you don’t want to work with Pandas, this package is also designed to handle producing ML 

inputs for you. 

• The submodule numl.process contains functions that take in an HDF5 file and process them 
into an input of your choice. 
• Currently one can run numl.process.graph.process_file to process into graph objects. 
• The numl.labels and numl.graph submodules allow the user to switch out different labelling 

schemes or graph edge-forming techniques without having to write new processing code. 
• Labelling schemes typically step down the particle table, assigning a semantic and 

instance label to each particle, which can then be propagated to hits/spacepoints. 
• Much more computationally efficient than trying to reverse-engineer a truth label 

starting from each hit/spacepoint. 
• The numl.core.out submodule allows the user to pass PTOut to write the processed 

outputs to individual .pt pickle files (one graph per file) or H5Out to write the outputs to 
groups in one large HDF5 file. 

• All aspects of this workflow are still in development, and more options are being added.
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Next steps

• Currently the framework is in place, but features are still being added. 

• Over the next week or two, the graph preprocessing code will be joined by code to 
make 2D and 3D CNN inputs. 

• The more sophisticated truth labelling scheme from the ProtoDUNE sparse CNN, 
which includes a set of cleanly defined particle categories, will be added. 

• Still need to put together documentation, and integrate the two standalone 
repositories into LArSoft and PyPi. 

• Current CVN code for performing local → global hit coordinate transforms is hard-
coded for DUNE & ProtoDUNE geometries. 
• Currently developing an Art service that should hopefully make this procedure 

generic based on geometry and detector properties services, so it will work for 
any TPC geometry.
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Summary

• NuML is a toolset for making machine learning inputs easily from LArSoft simulation and data. 

• It consists of an Art package for producing HDF5s, and a Python package for processing 
those HDF5s into ML inputs. 

• The hope is that for those developing ML workflows, this package eliminates or expedites 
the lengthy process of defining truth labelling schemes and getting from Art files to ML 
inputs. 

• It is designed to be experiment-agnostic, and has been exercised in DUNE, ProtoDUNE 
and MicroBooNE so far. 

• Already contains graph-making tools; CNN inputs coming in the next week or two, and 
more will be added as time goes on. 

• If you’re interested in finding out more, or have specific needs in terms of ML inputs, please 
don’t hesitate to get in contact and let me know!
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